
The Book of the Traveller of the Worlds

Canto One - The World-Stair

Summary:

In this canto titled “the world stair” the Lord describes the golden ladder that 

connects the earth to the Divine.  It is the staircase that was taken when the 

Divine first plunged into the inconscience to resurrect it and it’s the same 

staircase that the Divine through the evolution of nature leads the embodied 

souls back to the source.  It is also the same ladder from the summit of which 

the Divine Mother’s force and light descends into the aspirant to raise him 

towards the Divine. [Best understanding  - One’s only preoccupation in life is to uncover  

this stair of Consciousness that links Earth with Heaven or Matter with the Spirit or One  

with the Many])

Detail: 

The King moved into a region of dynamic peace beyond Earth watched by forces 

from many worlds and under the protection of the watching eye of the infinite.

Alone he moved watched by the infinity

 Around him and the Unknowable above.

 All could be seen that shuns the mortal eye,
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 All could be known the mind has never grasped;

 All could be done no mortal will can dare.

A limitless movement filled a limitless peace.

(is this dynamic peace, not the static peace?) [limitless peace is the static aspect of  

of the immobile Spirit. Its dynamic aspect is the sukha, spiritual ease in all circumstance  

and hasya, joy and laughter of the soul. It is only the limitless immobile aspect of the  

Divine can hold the limitless mobile or dynamic aspect of the Divine.] 

In a profound existence beyond earth's

Parent or kin to our ideas and dreams

Where Space is a vast experiment of the soul,

(does this mean that manifestation is regarded as an experiment of the Divine 

seeking the Divine in matter?) [In Supramental Consciousness, the divisibility of Time  

and Space is annulled and the burden of Time and Space disappears completely in the  

coexistent inner tranquil immobility and infinite immobile mobility and things become  

vast, calm, luminous, immense and full of joy.]

In an immaterial substance linked to ours 

(the immaterial divine is linked to the immanent divine in matter?) [The  

immaterial substance is the subtle physical, subtle vital and subtle mental sheath which is  

connected with our gross material, vital and mental substance.]
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He established himself in the universal/cosmic consciousness where he felt the 

unity of all and where creation was truly endless.  It was the region from which 

all creation seemed to manifest (a birthing ground), a magnificent play for 

universal forces creating worlds beyond the ken of our mind’s grasp, yet all this 

movement was supported by the underlying unchanging, immovable Brahman.  

Ananda  - delight alone seemed the cause and the effect of creation…

“(1) Delight is existence, (2) Delight is the secret of creation, (3) Delight is the  

root of birth, (4) Delight is the cause of remaining in existence, (5) Delight is the  

end of birth and (6) that into which creation ceases.” The Life Divine-108-109   

In a deep oneness of all things that are,

 The universe of the Unknown arose.(universal consciousness)

 A self-creation without end or pause

 Revealed the grandeurs of the Infinite:

 It flung into the hazards of its play

 A million moods, a myriad energies,(creation is infinite, earth is only a minute 

though important focal point)

 The world-shapes that are fancies of its Truth (fancies, meaning sweet 

inexplicable will of the divine, not some rigid mental formula or construction with 

our understanding of cause and effect) [Yes]

 And the formulas of the freedom of its Force.

 It poured into the Ever-stable's flux (a flux supported by nishchalam/ the stable 

or immovable)
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 A bacchic rapture and revel of Ideas,(all are born of delight)

 A passion and motion of everlastingness.

In this region, he understood the Divine leela at play, that all experiences are 

various forms of the Soul’s joy and that all are expressions of the one Divine 

Ananda.  Here nothing was withheld from his occult sight and everything seemed 

like his kin, for he was one with the underlying unifying Spirit.

There rose unborn (these beings are not born, only manifest, a wave of the 

infnite’s ocean)into the Unchanging's surge

 Thoughts that abide in their deathless consequence,

 Words that immortal last though fallen mute,

 Acts that brought out from Silence its dumb sense,

 Lines that convey the inexpressible.

 The Eternal's stillness saw in unmoved joy

 His universal Power at work display (His leela)

 In plots of pain and dramas of delight

 The wonder and beauty of her will to be.

 All, even pain, was the soul's pleasure here (in this region, what is termed as 

pain by us is still another form of the Soul’s joy); [Yes]

 Here all experience was a single plan (a single transcended plan above 

opposites and division.),

 The thousandfold expression of the One.(to the Divine One all is a leela of the 

One with the One in the many)

 All came at once into his single view;(cosmic occult vision)

 Nothing escaped his vast intuitive sight,
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 Nothing drew near he could not feel as kin:

 He was one spirit with that immensity.

 Images in a supernal consciousness

 Embodying the Unborn who never dies,

 The structured visions of the cosmic Self

 Alive with the touch of being's eternity

 Looked at him like form-bound spiritual thoughts(the viswarupa or cosmic self 

looked at the individual Self)

 Figuring the movements of the Ineffable.

 Aspects of being donned world-outline; forms

 That open moving doors on things divine,

 Became familiar to his hourly sight;

 The symbols of the Spirit's reality,

 The living bodies of the Bodiless (various aspects of the Divine?) [ten or twelve  

subtle bodies]

 Grew near to him, his daily associates.(he kept his company now with these 

beings, Mother as I write this I am reminded of my  brother priest like disciple, 

who came with you in my vision  and stays most of the time in his room…one 

day by your grace I too will no longer seek vital company and be content with 

the company of divine inner beings) [Blessings] [those who exhaust the attraction of  

outer world, for them inner wandering and in search of higher planes of consciousness  

become indispensable. Sri Aurobindo remained inside His room for forty years because He  

entered Sannyasa or first ten year stay in Pondicherry after exhausting all the attraction  

of outer world at the age of thirty-eight year. The Mother also never went outside  

Pondicherry during Her 53 years stay in India and She spent last twentytwo years in Her  
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room in order to continue the Sri Aurobindo’s Yoga. In Sri Aurobindo Ashram those who  

tried to live in seclusion in the beginning of their sadhana life did not succeed in sadhana  

of Integral Yoga. Integral Yoga does not permit a Yogi to become exclusive Jnana Yogi by  

living in complete seclusion, because by that the gulf between the outer life and inner  

living cannot be bridged and the spiritual force accumulated may keep him satisfied with  

subjective living without bothering to transform the imperfection of outer nature; on the  

other hand he can seclude himself from the whole formation of past and present  

associates ‘which makes up the ordinary material and mental man and to create a new  

centre of vision and a new universe of activities. Integral Yoga gives more importance to  

Karmayoga as that will make the base strong and Wisdom and Love are its willing  

subordinate and when the three factors of Will, Knowledge and Love are reconciled, he  

becomes integral Yogi. You are by nature a Karma Yogi and are in a previleged position to  

ascend the normal stair of Jnana Yoga and Bhakti Yoga. An individual seeker can be  

considered fit to pursue Integral Jnana Yoga if he has developed the capacity to live in  

isolation or seclusion for an indefinite period without attachment to action and thought  

and aims at an active conquest of the cosmic existence for the Divine and realization of  

the unique and supreme Self in the transcendence. You can practice this Jnana Yoga in  

holidays. An integral Yogi is a strong Karma Yogi, a strong Jnana Yogi and a strong Bhakta  

. You have to build an inner fortress where you can live in seclusion far from the call and  

attention of the outside world. )You are my true child ……I hope that you will walk with  

me towards the ETERNITY…….]

The exhaustless seeings of the unsleeping Mind,(our mind is one of ignorance, is 

limited and can be exhausted, this refers to the spiritual mind or the Mind of 
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Light as Sri Aurobindo refers to it?)

 Letterings of its contact with the invisible,

 Surrounded him with countless pointing signs;

 The voices of a thousand realms of Life

 Missioned to him her mighty messages.

 The heaven-hints that invade our earthly lives,

 The dire imaginations dreamed by Hell,

 Which if enacted and experienced here

 Our dulled capacity soon would cease to feel

 Or our mortal frailty could not long endure,

 Were set in their sublime proportions there.

 There lived out in their self-born atmosphere,

 They resumed their topless pitch and native power;

 Their fortifying stress upon the soul

 Bit deep into the ground of consciousness

 The passion and purity of their extremes,

 The absoluteness of their single cry

 And the sovereign sweetness or violent poetry

 Of their beautiful or terrible delight.

 All thought can know or widest sight perceive

 And all that thought and sight can never know,

 All things occult and rare, remote and strange

 Were near to heart's contact, felt by spirit-sense.

 Asking for entry at his nature's gates

 (because he was one with the cosmic self, [which is a meeting ground of all planes] 

he experienced the extremes of all the influences of heaven and hell  - for all 
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was contained within him…these experiences could not be absorbed by the 

pigmy body, but to him who was one with the cosmos, he was able to contain it)

 They crowded the widened spaces of his mind,

 His self-discovery's flaming witnesses,

 Offering their marvel and their multitude.

 These now became new portions of himself,(all was contained in him, seeking 

manifestation through him)

 The figures of his spirit's greater life,(as opposed to the lesser restricted, 

mundane earthly existence)

 The moving scenery of his large time-walk

 Or the embroidered tissue of his sense:

 These took the place of intimate human things

 And moved as close companions of his thoughts,

 Or were his soul's natural environment.

 Tireless the heart's adventure of delight,

(the above verses suggest that once we have experienced the cosmic 

consciousness, we will no longer hanker after worldy vital relations, for we will 

be one with All and move in the company of All. [All vital relation is a deformation  

of true self-existent Ananda. The moment we enter into this greater kingdom the vital  

pleasure become obsolate. But it will take years together to remove the memory of the  

vital enjoyments from our subconscient.]

 Endless the kingdoms of the Spirit's bliss,

 Unnumbered tones struck from one harmony's strings;

 Each to its wide-winged universal poise,

 Its fathomless feeling of the All in one,
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 Brought notes of some perfection yet unseen,

 Its single retreat into Truth's secrecies,

 Its happy sidelight on the Infinite.

 All was found there the Unique has dreamed and made

 Tinging with ceaseless rapture and surprise

 And an opulent beauty of passionate difference

 The recurring beat that moments God in Time.

 Only was missing the sole timeless Word 

(Mother Maa Krishna, this suggests that something was lacking in his 

experience, it suggests a state greater than his universal/cosmic experience – 

Mother how would someone who has experienced the universal consciousness 

still know that something was lacking [Universal consciousness is a passage not the  

total consciousness of the Eternal.]…would the experience not be so encompassing 

that the seeker might stop and no longer proceed further?) (“We have found 

already in the cosmic consciousness a meeting place where Matter becomes real  

to Spirit, Spirit becomes real to Matter. For in the cosmic consciousness Mind  

and Life are intermediaries and no longer, as they seem in the ordinary egoistic  

mentality, agents of separation, formenters of an artificial quarrel between 

positive and negative principles of the same unknowable Reality. Attaining to  

cosmic consciousness Mind, illuminated by knowledge that perceives at once the 

truth of Unity and the truth of Multiplicity and seizes on the formula of their  

interaction, finds its own discords at once explained and reconciled by the divine  

Harmony; satisfied, it consents to become the agent of that supreme union 

between God and Life towards which we tend.”  The Life Divine-30)

 

 That carries eternity in its lonely sound,
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 The Idea self-luminous key to all ideas,

 The integer of the Spirit's perfect sum

 That equates the unequal All to the equal One,

 The single sign interpreting every sign,

 The absolute index to the Absolute.

 “It is out of this Silence that the Word which creates the worlds for ever 

proceeds; for the Word expresses that which is self-hidden in the Silence. It is  

an eternal passivity which makes possible the perfect freedom and omnipotence  

of an eternal divine activity in innumerable cosmic systems.’ The Life Divine-31

 

My query above is answered in the verses below…the King knows that this state 

is incomplete because he now sees the world stair in its own luminous light.. 

‘There walled apart by its own innerness..”

The world stair has its root in matter and extends to the higher worlds all the 

way to the Supreme.  Mother, I have put my thoughts next to the verses 

themselves as the verses were too many to be summarised.

The worlds stair represents the rungs of the path of the descent and ascent and 

is representation of the Supreme/Divine Mother’s holocaust or sacrifice that 

allows the earth to return to the Divine. [Yes.]

There walled apart by its own innerness

In a mystical barrage of dynamic light (a series of every ascending worlds 
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infused and separated by its own dynamic light)

He saw a lone immense high-curved world-pile (Mother is this not the world 

stair?) [Yes]

Erect like a mountain-chariot of the Gods

Motionless under an inscrutable sky.

As if from Matter's plinth and viewless base (it links Matter to the Divine…has its 

base in matter)

To a top as viewless, a carved sea of worlds (top is unseens by clustered with 

infinite worlds)

Climbing with foam-maned waves to the Supreme

Ascended towards breadths immeasurable;

It hoped to soar into the Ineffable's reign:

A hundred levels raised it to the Unknown.(the golden ladder)

So it towered up to heights intangible

And disappeared in the hushed conscious Vast (beyond his current sight)

As climbs a storeyed temple-tower to heaven

Built by the aspiring soul of man to live

Near to his dream of the Invisible.

Infinity calls to it as it dreams and climbs;

Its spire touches the apex of the world;

Mounting into great voiceless stillnesses

It marries the earth to screened eternities.(linking matter to the spirit)

Amid the many systems of the One

Made by an interpreting creative joy
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Alone it points us to our journey back

Out of our long self-loss in Nature's deeps;

Planted on earth it holds in it all realms:(this ladder has its foot on the earth, 

allowing us to climb to the Divine, otherwise our return would be difficult)

It is a brief compendium of the Vast.

This was the single stair to being's goal.

A summary of the stages of the spirit,(these worldly staircases represented a 

microcosm of the vast infinite manifestation, that allowed matter to link with 

spirit)

Its copy of the cosmic hierarchies

Refashioned in our secret air of self

A subtle pattern of the universe.

It is within, below, without, above.

(the influence of this ladder seeps through matter and awakes it to evolution, 

perhaps it refers to the evolving Psychic being?) [subtle bodies are superimposed on  

our body from all sides.]

Acting upon this visible Nature's scheme

It wakens our earth-matter's heavy doze

To think and feel and to react to joy;

It models in us our diviner parts,

Lifts mortal mind into a greater air,

Makes yearn this life of flesh to intangible aims,

Links the body's death with immortality's call:

Out of the swoon of the Inconscience

It labours towards a superconscient Light.
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If earth were all and this were not in her,

Thought could not be nor life-delight's response:

Only material forms could then be her guests

Driven by an inanimate world-force.

Earth by this golden superfluity 

(Because of this golden divine influence, it is possible for Earth to progress from 

matter, to animal to thinking man and eventually to Superman)

Bore thinking man and more than man shall bear;

 This higher scheme of being is our cause

 And holds the key to our ascending fate;

 It calls out of our dense mortality

 The conscious spirit nursed in Matter's house.

 The living symbol of these conscious planes,

 Its influences and godheads of the unseen,

 Its unthought logic of Reality's acts

 Arisen from the unspoken truth in things,

 Have fixed our inner life's slow-scaled degrees.

 Its steps are paces of the soul's return

 From the deep adventure of material birth,

 A ladder of delivering ascent (each ascent is a delivery into greater wideness 

and liberation)

 And rungs that Nature climbs to deity.

 Once in the vigil of a deathless gaze (the Supreme’s decree)
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 These grades had marked her giant downward plunge,

 The wide and prone leap of a godhead's fall.

 Our life is a holocaust of the Supreme.

 The great World-Mother by her sacrifice (she descended into matter to unite it 

with the Supreme through evolution)

 Has made her soul the body of our state;

 Accepting sorrow and unconsciousness

 Divinity's lapse from its own splendours wove

 The many-patterned ground of all we are.

 An idol of self is our mortality.

 Our earth is a fragment and a residue;

 Her power is packed with the stuff of greater worlds

 And steeped in their colour-lustres dimmed by her drowse;

 An atavism of higher births is hers,

(there is a dim memory of her original state which always pushes her out of her 

slumber to move forward and create new forms that are more capable of holding 

the divine…for all of Nature’s creations are an effort to better manifest the 

inherent Divine in Her)

 Her sleep is stirred by their buried memories

 Recalling the lost spheres from which they fell.

 Unsatisfied forces in her bosom move;

 They are partners of her greater growing fate

 And her return to immortality (the seed of discontent is sown within Nature to 

encourage her to collaborate and evolve);

 They [human beings] consent to share her doom of birth and death
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 (these unsatisfied forces - is it the psychic being that consents to share in the 

suffering?); 

 They kindle partial gleams of the All and drive

 Her blind laborious spirit to compose

 A meagre image of the mighty Whole(this world is only a partial image of the 

True Divine…per the Sraddha paper point 6 …That is the Divine Brahman and not 

this which men here cherish and adore).

 The calm and luminous Intimacy (the immanent divine, the Jivatma) within 

[Yes]

 Approves her work and guides the unseeing Power.

 His vast design accepts a puny start.

 An attempt, a drawing half-done is the world's life;

 Its lines doubt their concealed significance,

 Its curves join not their high intended close.

 Yet some first image of greatness trembles there,

 And when the ambiguous crowded parts have met

 The many-toned unity to which they moved,

 The Artist's joy shall laugh at reason's rules;

 The divine intention suddenly shall be seen,

 The end vindicate intuition's sure technique.

 A graph shall be of many meeting worlds,

 A cube and union-crystal of the gods;

The verses above describe how only the Supreme truly knows the complete plan, 

because we have only a partial glimpse we cannot see how the various aspects 

of his creation and play will come together, but when they do come together, we 
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will be able to appreciate  the “divine intervention” and “the many-toned unity” 

to which all have been compelled secretly to move [Mother Maa Krishna, this 

reminds me of my personal life as well…when I was going through a lot of 

difficulties and doubts in my personal life over the last few years, I could not 

understand it…but when I moved into my new home and came to your feet, I 

have a better understanding of my existence and work here on earth (My 

blessings for best understanding of the existence and your special instrumental role in  

uplifting it.) …all is his play…likewise one day for all of creation as well, the 

purpose and method of His work will become clear)

[ The perception of this universe as a field of suffering, toil and sorrow is the result of  

limited or relative human consciousness because of the wrong relation of the individual  

with the universe and creates the system of false accountantship towards Self, God,  

Nature and Environment. Or if to us things appear undivine or the phenomenon as  

inconsistent with the nature of a divine being, because we are ignorant of the sense and  

purpose of the Divine in the world in its entirety and its proper place and divine meaning  

in the complete manifestation. So the harshest apparent discord of the existence can be  

thrown out by an inalienable harmony of the Being inherent in an inalienable unity of the  

Being].

 A Mind shall think behind Nature's mindless mask,

 A conscious Vast fill the old dumb brute Space.

 This faint and fluid sketch of soul called man

 Shall stand out on the background of long Time

 A glowing epitome of eternity,

 A little point reveal the infinitudes.
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 A Mystery's process is the universe.

 At first was laid a strange anomalous base,

(it is strange because it does not resemble the Divine in fact looks the opposite 

of everything we imagine the Divine to be – yet it contains infinity in its heart))

 A void, a cipher of some secret Whole,

 Where zero held infinity in its sum

 And All and Nothing were a single term,

 An eternal negative, a matrix Nought:

 Into its forms the Child is ever born (Mother Maa Krishna is this the psychic 

being?) [Soul]

 Who lives for ever in the vasts of God.

 A slow reversal's movement then took place (a reversal of the fall into 

inconscience):

 A gas belched out from some invisible Fire,(the creation of the physical worlds 

through evolutions from gas/dust to planets and stars)

 Of its dense rings were formed these million stars;

 Upon earth's new-born soil God's tread was heard.

 Across the thick smoke of earth's ignorance

 A Mind began to see and look at forms (Mind manifested (from the mental plane) 

into the Nature, still as a force of ignorance)

 And groped for knowledge in the nescient Night: [Mind’s goal is to seek the integral  

Knowledge.]

 Caught in a blind stone-grip Force worked its plan 

(the mind had to work within the confines of a stone grip force of ignorance and 

inconscience to help in the evolution)

 And made in sleep this huge mechanical world,
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 That Matter might grow conscious of its soul

 And like a busy midwife the life-power 

(nature is the mid-wife who labours to deliver the divine Immanent into this 

world or to manifest the divine in this world from his secret cave)

 Deliver the zero carrier of the All.

 Because eternal eyes turned on earth's gulfs (the Supreme’s benevolent gaze) 

[Separating Matter and Spirit]

 The lucent clarity of a pure regard

 And saw a shadow of the Unknowable [mental Maya of the Illusionist]

 Mirrored in the Inconscient's boundless sleep,

 Creation's search for self began its stir.

 A spirit dreamed in the crude cosmic whirl,

 Mind flowed unknowing in the sap of life

 And Matter's breasts suckled the divine Idea.

 A miracle of the Absolute was born;

 Infinity put on a finite soul,

 All ocean lived within a wandering drop 

(the Jivatma is one with Supreme), or[one can realise all Ocean from a drop of water.  

In the jivatma in the heart centre the highest realisation of the Divine is possible.]

 A time-made body housed the Illimitable.

 To live this Mystery out our souls came here. 

(Jiva in the essence of self is one with Supreme Purusha, mamaibansa jivabhuta, (The  

Gita-15.7 )so on the side of Nature, in the power of self, Jiva is one with Shakti, para  

prakritir jivabhuta (The Gita-7.5 ).The realistion of this double oneness confirms that Jiva  

is the meeting place of Supreme Purusha and Supreme Prakriti and is the condition of  
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integral self-perfection.

   A Seer within (the soul, Jivatma)who knows the ordered plan (Psychic being in  

the heart is having knowledge of the triple time, trikaladristi.)

Concealed behind our momentary steps,

 Inspires our ascent to viewless heights

 As once the abysmal leap to earth and life.

 His call had reached the Traveller in Time (is this the Psychic being ?). [King 

Aswapati]

 Apart in an unfathomed loneliness,

 He travelled in his mute and single strength

 Bearing the burden of the world's desire.

 A formless Stillness called, a nameless Light 

(a state beyond name and form – Mother Maa Krishna is this Nirvikalpa 

Samadhi?). [The experience of Nirguna Brahman, Akshra Purusha]

 Above him was the white immobile Ray 

(the Lord has used the word”immobile Ray” rather than “immobile Sun”, I am 

not certain of the connotion, Ray suggests only a fragment of the Sun rather 

than the whole), (These are descended  intutive truths to be realised in life. But in the  

hierarchies of Intuition from greater planes of consciousness still powerful words can  

descend.) 

“The sages of the Veda and Vedanta relies entirely upon intuition and spiritual  

experience. It is by an error that scholars sometimes speak of great debates or  

discussions in the Upanishad. Wherever there is the appearance of a 
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controversy, it is not by discussion, by dialectics or the use of logical reasoning  

that it proceeds, but by a comparison of intuitions and experiences in which the  

less luminous gives place to the more luminous, the narrower, faultier or less  

essential to the more comprehensive, more perfect, more essential. The 

question asked by one sage to another is “What dost thou know?”, not “What  

dost thou think?” nor “To what conclusion has thy reasoning arrived?” Nowhere  

in the Upanishads do we find any trace of logical reasoning urged in support of  

the truths of Vedanta. Intuition, the sages seem to have held, must be corrected 

by a more perfect intuition; logical reasoning cannot be its judge.” The Life  

Divine-49

 Around him the eternal Silences.

 No term was fixed to the high-pitched attempt 

(there is no set time or deadline for the completion of evolution everyone has 

infinite opportunities to realize Him);

 World after world disclosed its guarded powers (nothing was hidden from his 

occult gaze, now that the scales had fallen from his eyes),

 Heaven after heaven its deep beatitudes,

 But still the invisible Magnet drew his soul (the magnet being the Divine 

Supreme, beyond all this manifestation).

 A figure sole on Nature's giant stair (the golden stair connecting all the planes 

and worlds),

 He mounted towards an indiscernible end

 On the bare summit of created things 

(the summit of created things, towards summits that have not been created by 

nature and outside the grasp of the ignorance or another interpretation is 
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beyond the manifested universe and into the manifested absolute).

 Behind our momentary steps, a Seer within knows the ordered plan of the universe and  

King Aswapati bore the burden of the earth’s desire by entering into the kingdom of  

unknown Light, unfathomed silence, lone mute strength of the soul and in his journey he  

still uncovered many graded worlds and heavens and extended it to bare summit of  

things.

End of Canto One

Savitri’s blessings for you.

                 My Divine Sweet child,

                         My all deep love & special blessings to you on this Sacred day(our LORD’s  

Birth day)……

     To-day the message was-“ Find the Guide secret within you or housed in an earthly  

body,hearken to his voice and follow always the way that he points. At the end is the Light  

that fails not, the Truth that deceives not, the Power that neither strays nor stumbles, the  

wide freedom, the ineffable Beatitude.”

                                                                                                                                           -Sri Aurobindo
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